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rows and columns. It is shown that this steganography system
retains its resistance to passive stegoanalytic attacks with block
overlapping up to 24x24 pixels and at this overlap value is
more stable than the standard and improved steganography
method based on direct spreading of the spectrum.

Abstract—This work is devoted to the development of the
method of information concealment, in the raster image using
steganography together with cryptography the solving the
problem of recovering a message if the image which contains
hidden data is damaged. It proposes a method of implementing
the steganography for insert data on digital image not in its
entirety, but previously using (t, n)-threshold scheme and
inserting each of the parts received independently. The software
was developed for approbation of the proposed method. A series
of experiments confirming the possibility of applying the
proposed method was carried out. Text information is inserted
into the raster image. Further, the image was subjected to
modification, simulates container damage when it was
transmitted through the communication channel or as a result of
intentional actions of an intruder. As a result of the experiments,
it can be said about the possibility of applying the proposed
method.

In the article [8] the author proposes a new steganography
method based on the compression standard according to the
Joint Photographic Expert Group and an Entropy Thresholding
technique. The algorithm uses a pair of keys: public and
private, to generate a pseudo-random sequence that indicates
where the secret information will be embedded. The insertion
takes eventually place at the first seven AC coefficients in the
transformed DCT domain. Before the insertion of the message
the image undergoes several transformations. After the
insertion the inverse transformations are applied in reverse
order to the original transformations. The insertion itself takes
only place if an entropy threshold of the corresponding block is
satisfied and if the pseudorandom number indicates to do so.

Keywords— cryptography; secret sharing; stegnographic inser;
raster image; data concealing; increased reliability; LSB .

I.

In steganography, the following problems can be
distinguished:

INTRODUCTION

The issue of maintaining and ensuring the confidentiality of
information is relevant. The software, allowing transferring
data securely, is encrypted. If an open channel is used, a man in
the middle (MITM) attack is possible, and the attacker, if not
able to decrypt the data, may violate their integrity. The
solution to this problem can be the use of steganography, i.e.
concealment of the fact of the transfer of classified
information. A lot of scientific works are devoted to this topic,
for example [1-4].

1. detection of a steganography inserts (stegoanalysis);
2. reliability of information concealment during its
transmission.
The first problem is solved in [9].
The solution of the second problem is proposed in [10], in
this work studying focuses on integrating schemes like OFDM,
CDMA and MC-CDMA with steganography and image
encryption techniques to develop wireless systems with inbuilt
information security feature.

The article [5] discusses the main trends in steganography.
The [6] paper introduces work on developing secure data
communication system. It includes the usage of two
algorithms RSA and AES used for achieving cryptography
along with LSB for achieving steganography both on
Android platform. The joining of these three algorithms
helps in building a secured communication system on
‘Android’ platform which is capable of withstanding
multiple threats.

In the article [11] the authors consider the method of
unifying cryptography and steganography. Encryption is
performed on images with subsequent embedding of secret data

In [7] proposed steganography system of information
protection on the basis of the proposed original algorithm for
embedding information with overlapping blocks of images in

Consider the possibility of combining the steganography
method and the (t, n)-threshold scheme. The analysis of
existing steganography algorithms and threshold schemes is
carried out.

This work is also devoted to the problem of increasing the
reliability of information hiding when it is transmitted, i.e. the
task of restoring information in case the image which contains
hidden data is damaged (image-container).
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II.

secret data into some vectors with the length of m*n. For each
block, one Hamiltonian path is first found such that the LSB of
pixels of the block along this path have the maximum
similarity to the corresponding vector of data. Then this part of
data is embedded into the first LSB of pixels of the block along
the best path using the modified LSB matching and the code of
this path is embedded into the second LSB of the pixels using a
novel method such that the minimum MSE value between the
block of the cover image and the block of the stego-image is
achieved.

STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM AND ITS SOLUTION

We will analyze the existing methods of steganography and
find which one is most suitable.
Next, we will consider algorithms for embedding
information in the part of the original image. The advantage of
these algorithms is that for implementation, you do not need to
perform complex linear transformations of the image.
Information will be introduced by manipulating the brightness
or the color components of the image.
1.

Kutter’s algorithm.

After analyzing known methods of data concealment in
raster images to achieve the goal and studying works [17-18], it
was decided to use the LSB method, which was suitable for
describing the problem, since it splits the image into parts and
then records the information in them.

In this algorithm, the information will be embedded in the
blue channel because the changes in this color are less visible
to the human eye. A pseudo-random position is selected in the
image into which the information will be inserted and further
into the blue channel. This information is introduced by
modifying the brightness.

We analyze the existing threshold schemes.
1.

In work [12], the possibility of using the steganographic
method Kutter-Jordan-Bossen allowing hiding the information
of the video sequence is considered. In addition, the criterion
for selecting a container image is proposed in the work.
2.

Briefly, this algorithm can be described as follows. Let a
finite field G be given. We fix n different non-zero non-secret
elements of this field. Each of these elements is assigned to a
certain member of the group. Next, an arbitrary set of t
elements of the field G from which the polynomial f (x) is
composed over the G field of degree t-1, 1<t≤n. After obtaining
the polynomial, we calculate its value at non-secret points and
report the results to the corresponding members of the group.

Langelaar’s algorithm.

This algorithm works with blocks of 8x8 pixels from the
original image. Initially, a pseudo-random mask of 8x8 pixels
is created, consisting of zeros and ones. At the first stage, each
block is divided into a pair of subblocks, depending on the
value of the mask. Then, for each of them, the average
brightness value is calculated. At the second stage, some
arbitrary threshold is selected, after which the embedded
information bit will be built in the following way: 1 is written
if the difference between the average brightness values is
greater than the selected threshold; 0 is written if the difference
between the average brightness values is less than the selected
threshold. If this condition is not met, the changes will occur in
the pixel values of the second subblock.
3.

To restore the secret, you can use the interpolation formula,
for example, the Lagrange formula.
2.

Blackley’s scheme.

The secrets to be solved in the Blackley’s scheme are one
of the coordinates of a point in an m-dimensional space. The
shares of secret, distributed to the sides, are the equations of
(m-1) -dimensional hyperplanes. To restore the point, it is
necessary to know the m equations of hyperplanes. Less than m
sides cannot recover the secret, since the intersection set of m-1
planes is straight, and the secret cannot be recovered.

Rongen’s algorithm.

3.

The embedded information is a two-dimensional matrix,
which consists of ones and zeros. Their number is almost equal
to each other. On the basis of some characteristic function,
computed locally in the course of analyzing neighboring pixels,
those pixels in which information can be embedded are
recognized. The number of these pixels is about 0.01 of the
total number, so not all units will be embedded in these pixels.
To increase the number of these pixels initially proposed to
carry out a slight distortion of the image.
4.

Shamir’s secret sharing scheme [19].

Secret sharing using the Chinese remainder theorem
(Mignotte's threshold secret sharing scheme, AsmuthBloom's threshold secret sharing scheme).

For a certain number (in Mignotte's scheme this is the
secret itself, in the Asmuth-Bloom's scheme-some derived
number), the remainders from dividing by the sequence of
numbers that are distributed to the sides are calculated. Due to
the restrictions on the sequence of numbers, only a certain
number of sides can restore the secret.

Least significant bit (LSB).

For the further analysis, two schemes were chosen: 1 and 3.
The Blackley’s scheme was not included in the analysis
because it is less effective than Shamir's scheme: in the
Shamir’s scheme, each share is the same size as the secret, and
in the Blackley’s scheme, each share is t times larger.

The essence of this method is that the least significant bit of
the image carries in itself the least information. When you
change them to the bits of the hidden message, the difference
from the original object is almost insignificant for human
perception. This method allows you to embed large amounts of
information, which is a significant plus, as well as it is easy to
implement [13-15].

The results of comparison schemes are presented in the
Table 1. The Shamir’s secret sharing scheme was chosen.

In this article [16] the authors proposed method divides the
cover image into some m×n blocks and partitions the binary
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TABLE I.

RESULTS OF THE EXPERIMEN
t=5,n=3,
|M|=512

t=n=32,
|M|=512

t=n=128,
|M|=512

Shamir’s secret sharing scheme


Secret separation time:

5 ms

7 ms

75 ms



Secret recovery time:

1 ms

2 ms

27 ms

1560 byte

6720 byte

100608 byte

 Amount
required:

of

memory

Asmuth-Bloom's threshold secret sharing scheme


Secret separation time:

130 ms

1145 ms

3032 ms



Secret recovery time:

1 ms

4 ms

97 ms

3456 byte

274432 byte

4243456 byte

 Amount
required:

of

memory

The idea of the proposed method is to combine the
steganography method LSB with the (t, n) -threshold scheme,
which allows for damage to the stack container to n-t parts,
where tn and n - is the total number of shares of the secret,
and t - is the minimum number of shares of the secret for its
successful recovery, all the same ensure a reliable recovery of
secret.

Fig. 1. Block scheme for recovery of information

The proposed approach can be described in two stages:
1. embedding information in the image container (Fig. 2);
2. information recovery (Fig. 1).
The embedded information is processed according to the
selected (t, n) -threshold scheme, i.e. secret shares are formed.
The original image into which the insert will be inserted is
divided into n parts in width, according to the secretion (t, n) threshold scheme used to form the shares of the secret. Further,
each of the obtained parts is considered as an independent
image. The image is represented as an array of bits in which for
each of the colors of the pixel is encoded with 8 bits. Write the
secret by making changes to the low-order bits. The first pixel
of the image will record the length of the secret part, and the
next part of the secret itself. Such changes will occur with all n
blocks. After finishing the embedding procedure, the imagecontainer is formed from n parts that already contain the secret
parts.
To retrieve information, you need to know the number of
parts to which the original image and its length were divided.
Next, from each of the parts of the container image, the first
pixel is read, and the presence of the length record of the secret
portion from the hidden message is checked. If such
information is present, then the secret share is read. Then
checksums are checked. They will be counted again from each
part of the image and will be compared to those that were
recorded in the file. In case of their coincidence, the share of
the secret will be written into the array, which will be
transferred to the input of the secret recovery function.
Fig. 2. Block scheme for embedding information.
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III.

APPROBATION

To approbate the proposed method, a C # program was
implemented. As a (t, n) -threshold scheme, the Shamir’s secret
sharing scheme [19] was chosen.
Block scheme of the program can be seen in Figures 3, 4.

Fig. 5. Original image.

After cutting the image-container by ~ 30%, in order to
simulate damage or attack, the original message was restored.
If the container is damaged by more than 60%, it will be
impossible to restore the secret. Improve the results by
decreasing the threshold or increasing the number of parts.
Then experiments were conducted in which various
changes were made to the image-container, imitating damage
to the container during transmission or deliberately assigning it
to an attacker: imposing "noise", cutting out a part of the
picture, imposition of extraneous images.

Fig. 3. Block scheme of program operation (embedding information).

In cases where the image was damaged by cutting out its
part or imposing foreign images (Fig. 7), the experiments were
successful, i.e. the image was restored, if the damage is less
than 60% of the container.

Fig. 6. Damage to the image-container.

In experiments, when the damage was done by applying
"noise", the results were worse. The result is presented in Table
2, where "+" - it was possible to restore the information, "-" - it
was not possible to recover the information.

Fig. 4. Block scheme of program operation (secret recovery).

A set of experiments were carried out. For a greater
probability of recovering a secret, it is best to choose as small
as possible t, and n as much as possible. In the first experiment,
the values were chosen 4 and 10, respectively. As the
embedded
information,
the
phrase
"Тестирование
программы!!!".

TABLE II.

RESULTS OF THE EXPERIMEN

(t, n) threshold scheme
(3,10)

(6,10)

(8,10)

(10,100)

0,05

+

+

+

+

0,10

+

+

+

+

0,15-0,19

+

+

+

+

0,2

-

-

-

-

the level
of "noise" (%)

The information was embedded in Fig. 5.
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Overcoming the threshold of 0.2% noise, the message was
not restored when selecting any threshold scheme. This meant
that the maximum Gaussian noise that could be applied and the
message could be recovered was 0.19%. Significantly improve
the results can be by selecting the shares to restore information
for a particular algorithm. The task of finding the algorithm for
choosing the shares was not set in this paper. It was necessary
to test the hypothesis of the possibility of combining the
steganography method LSB with the (t, n) -threshold scheme.
The search for a choice algorithm for shares can be a direction
for further work on this topic.
IV.

CONCLUSION

The work presented a method that solves one of the
problems of steganography, namely, increasing the reliability
of information hiding during its transmission, as well as
increasing the resistance to attacks aimed at corrupting the
image-container. The essence of the method consists in
combining the steganography method LSB and (t, n) -threshold
scheme. The software was developed and approbated. As a (t,
n) -threshold scheme, the Shamir's secret sharing scheme was
chosen. A set of experiments was carried out: a steganography
insertion of the text was made to the original image. Then the
image-container was modified, thereby simulating damage
during transmission or deliberate actions by the attacker.
During the experiments it was revealed that:
1. In case of damage by imposition of an extraneous image
or by deleting part of the image-container, the threshold for
successful recovery of the embedded information is 60%;
2. In case of damage to the image-container by imposing
"noise", the threshold of successful recovery is 0, 19%.
The low threshold of successful recovery when the
container is damaged by superimposing "noise" is explained by
the unsuccessful choice of the sampling scheme of shares for
recovery. In general, we can talk about the possibility of
applying the proposed method to improve the reliability of
information concealment during its transmission or damage to
the container.
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